Race: Khajiit (Cathay-Raht)
Level: Champion Rank
Allegiance: Aldmeri Dominion
Class: Nightblade (Stamina: Damage Dealer)
Current Factions:
-Aldmeri Dominion (Veteran)
-Thalmor (Inquistitor/Assassin)
-Baandari (Merchant-Lord)
Former Factions:
-College of Aldmeri Propriety (Student)

Do’zhan was born on the 13th of Evening Star in 2E 560 in the city of Dune, Elsweyr. Coming
from a long line of warrior monks that venerate Azurah, Do’zhan decided to turn away from this
path, and instead enlisted in the Aldmeri Dominion to aid his countrymen in battling the forces of
Molag Bal, as well as the new and upcoming Daggerfall Covenant and Ebonheart Pact.
In his youth, Do’zhan studied various forms of Khajiiti fighting techniques, including the
Whispering Fang and the Rawlith Khaj. He was also well known for mastering the use of the
sabre, which earned him the name Do’zhan among his peers. After enlisting in the Aldmeri
Dominion as a scout, his superiors saw his potential as a political assassin, and sent him to the
College of Aldmeri Propriety to train to become a member of the Thalmor. After five years of
extensive and rigorous training, Do’zhan graduated from the College to such an extent, Queen
Ayrenn herself sent a personal invitation to invite him into the Eyes of the Queen, Ayrenn’s
personal intelligence network. However, Do’zhan respectfully declined this request, and instead
opted to become a secret inquisitor for the Dominion government, answering only to the
Thalmor Inner Council.
To hide his identity as a Thalmor agent, Do’zhan operates under the guise of a traveling
merchant, and was recruited into the Baandari due to his masterful skills of speechcraft and
bartering. Beforehand, Do’zhan turned to the Daedric Prince of Bargains, Clavicus Vile, to aid in
this endeavor, and two seem to share a special connection. Do’zhan often consults him on
important matters, and Clavicus later gifted to him an enchanted ring (known as The Trader’s
Ring) that enhances his skills in speech and bartering, and allows Clavicus to communicate with
Do’zhan through his thoughts. However, due to the Altmer disdain for Daedra worship, Do’zhan
opted to keep his Thalmor masters in the dark about his connection to the Lord of Deals.
His primary objective as a secrete inquisitor (later being referred to as ‘The Black Pariah’) is to
use any means necessary, even deadly force, to root out corrupted members of the Dominion.

After the rise of the Veiled Heritance, Do’zhan was charged with assassinating members of
Estre’s personal entourage, which often forced him to fight in the open, working alongside Fists
of the Thalmor, as well as the Eyes of the Queen, something he didn't enjoy doing, as he
preferred to work alone, and remain discreet.
After it was revealed that Estre had made pacts with both Mehrunes Dagon and Molag Bal
(through Mannimarco), Do’zhan became very disdainful towards the King of Razors and the
Lord of Domination, as both of the Daedra had caused much discord throughout the Dominion.
While Do’zhan chiefly serves Clavicus Vile, and regards himself as the Vicar of Clavicus Vile, he
also pays his respects to the shrines of Mafala (often seeking the Webspinner’s guidance during
assassination missions), as well as to the altars of the Demiprince Fa-Nuit-Hen. He
acknowledges the trickster Lorkhan and his “test”, and remains indifferent to the Altmer and
their views on the God of Space.
Do’zhan is known for sharing a bitter rivalry with Razum-dar, the de facto leader of the Eyes of
the Queen. While they both respect each other’s skills, Do’zhan later came to view the Eyes as
arrogant and cocky with illusions of grandeur, while Razum-dar views Do’zhan as nothing more
than a hunting dog for the Thalmor. Nonetheless, the two have been seen setting aside their
differences on the battlefield, most notably, during the Siege of Firsthold, when Estre opened
Oblivion Gates to Dagon’s Deadlands in an attempt to kill High Kinlord Rilis XIII.
After the death of Kinlady Estre, Do’zhan, along with several other members of the Thalmor,
was put in charge of eliminating the remaining traces of the Veiled Heritance. After a span of
three years, confident that the remnants of the Veiled Heritance no longer posed a threat to the
Dominion, Do’zhan abandoned this task, and devoted his time to further bettering his already
impressive skills in combat, while also taking up an interest in shadow magic.
Despite no longer being in contact with them, Do’zhan’s family prospered greatly due to the
wealth he had accumulated over the years, allowing them to become a powerful mercantile
family, gaining much prominence in Torval.
Notes:
❖ Do’zhan is most notable for dual wielding twin-blade Khajiiti Yatagans, which excel in
both slashing and piercing attacks.
❖ During the month of the Morning Star, Do’zhan secretly pays tribute to Clavicus Vile by
delivering relics to his altars, and killing rival priests/priestess.
❖ Do’zhan’s longevity is attributed to a pact he forged with Clavicus Vile; in exchange for
becoming his Champion on Nirn, Do’zhan was gifted an eternal lifespan, though he can
still be killed in combat.

